California Academy of Math & Science (CAMS) is proud to partner with Catalyst for an SAT Bootcamp, a one-weekend seminar that arms students with go-to strategies for every question they’re guaranteed to face on the SAT. Catalyst’s SAT Bootcamp is unique – no other program is designed by instructors who take the actual SAT every time the test is offered to gain insider knowledge of the exam. Selected topics include:

☑ How to crack math questions that stump more than 90% of test-takers
☑ How to craft a perfect score SAT essay, no matter what question the SAT asks
☑ How to spot hidden clues in long, convoluted reading passages
☑ How to maintain focus and clarity under pressure – indispensable skills for anyone tackling the 3 hour and 45 minute SAT

DATE & TIME

Saturday, April 25th: 9am-1pm
Sunday, April 26th: 9am-1pm
at California Academy of Math & Science (CAMS)

COST

Just $175 per student for the entire weekend and course materials

For more information or to enroll, visit www.CatalystPrep.com and click the Bootcamp Sign-Up tab on the website’s menu bar or give us a call at 800.235.0056. The deadline to enroll in this special SAT prep opportunity is Wednesday, April 22nd.

A Portion Of The Proceeds Benefits The CAMS PTSO!